
Monitoring with the HP60 and the FireStudio [26x26]
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This diagram demonstrates monitor mixing with the FireStudio, DigiMax FS, and the HP60.  In this example, we have three different mixes being sent to the HP60 from the 
FireStudio as well as four other sources being sent to the external inputs of the HP60; allowing the musicians to customize their personal monitor mix.  The DigiMax FS’s
DAC outputs are being utilized for additional analog outputs.  You’ll notice there is an external hardware reverb 
unit connected to the channel 1 send on the FireStudio.  By connecting the condenser microphone to analog 
input 1, this signal can be sent out to a hardware reverb and on to the HP 60.  This way your vocalist can blend 
in their wet signal to taste zero-latency using the external input on their HP60 channel (in this case, channel 6).  
Because the external inputs of the HP60 are stereo, you’ll also notice the drummer and bassist’s click, the vocalist’s 
reverb, and the rhythm guitarist’s direct patch of their signal all necessitate that the mono button be enabled on 
their channels.  Our Acoustic Guitarist is muting the two Mix options on the HP60, opting instead to have a custom 
monitor mix sent  from the FireStudio Control Console.


